BEST ADULT TRAINING
EXPERIENCES IN BALTIC
COUNTRIES
A short summary of the project

No matter how old you are - schools are always open for every age and background people. Lifelong learning is popular and
important. The vocational field and related schools in the Baltic countries are in the process of change. At schools we have
more and more adult leaners so all teachers has to be ready to give good education for grown-ups. The Project aims are
helping adult leaners' teachers to improve the teaching methods and techniques, finding the most effective ways to achieve
the result in adult classes, sharing best practise examples among the teachers in Baltic countries. In Baltic Countries
Ministries of Education are supporting vocational schools to create life-long learning for all people. At schools there have
been created flexible study opportunities for adult learners: distance learning and evening courses, external study and parttime study, as well as participation in various courses. How it really works and how it works in Baltic countries - actually we
don't know. We would like to cooperate with vocational schools in Baltic countries to get to know the system of vocational
and adult education and how it is integrated and put into practice. Also we would like to compare differences and
similarities between subjects, teaching methods, educational programs for adult leaners, to participate in teaching and
learning process, exchange experiences.

BEST ADULT TRAINING
EXPERIENCES IN BALTIC
COUNTRIES
A short summary of the project

The target group is adult leaners' teachers from different vocational schools from Baltic countries. Teachers work with adult
leaners and some of the leaners are immigrants, unemployed, seniors, disabled or isolated people - all them are very different
- so teachers has to be well prepared for the lessons. During the project participants of the project will learn new methods
and techniques from each other, develop teaching skills, which make the class more fruitful and productive for the adult
leaners and evaluate how to be an effective teacher.
The project enables each member to discover the partners' working contexts,
appreciate their lifestyles, learn their language and adopt to open and tolerant
attitude towards partners' specific and social convictions.
In the Project there will be 3 partners from Baltic countries - Lithuania, Latvia
and Estonia.
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BEST ADULT TRAINING
EXPERIENCES IN BALTIC
COUNTRIES
A short summary of the project

Võru County Vocational Training Centre

is one of the largest vocational school in South-Estonia. VCVTC Works within

three major areas: vocational training, continuing education and adult vocational retraining. In the field of adult training and
vocational re-qualification, the school offers similar coursework. Moreover, the centre monitors the local needs of the labour
market and matches coursework accordingly. School motto is "Good school for whole life" and based on that we have
focused to achieve own goals. About 1000 adult leaners participate in different courses every year. VCVTC also organizes
every year different courses for unemployed people. Thus we need to share experiences with collegues abroad.

https://www.vkhk.ee/en/

BEST ADULT TRAINING
EXPERIENCES IN BALTIC
COUNTRIES
A short summary of the project

Klaipeda Vocational Training Centre of Ernestas Galvanauskas

have long experiences with adult trainings.

Teaching programmes are dedicated to people of various age and people having various education.The quality of
training in the centre is determined by material and technical conditions, which are constantly improved
considering the updating of teaching content and the improvement of working conditions of the employees. New
directions of activity and new opportunities are constantly being searched and innovations are installed in order
to position itself in the competitive environment. Considering the needs of employers and students continuous
vocational training is performed constantly in the centre. There are possibilities for students to combine work and
studies. They can study in the form of apprenticeship at their own place of work and receive qualification and
competences needed.
Students can acquire: professional qualifications; additional professional
qualifications; competences needed for the performance of a certain job or
function. Practical training is performed in the training centre and in the workplace.
Partner has several adult courses thus they like to share experiences and knowledge.

http://www.gpmc.lt/en/
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Kuldiga Technology and Tourism Technical School is

well known in the western part of Latvia. There they have

trainees from all western part and even central part of Latvia. School was founded in 1989, it is the state school of
the Ministry of Education and science of Latvia. It has about 600 trainees including adult leaners. There are many
curriculums for adult learners and even students who have special needs. Teachers are open minded to get to
know new methods and techniques from partners.

https://latcham.ie/kuldiga-technology-tourism-technical-school/

PROJECT AIM

The aim of the Project is to create a network between Baltic countries vocational schools and to exchange experiences
between adult leaners' teachers.

In Baltic countries we have more and more adult leaners. It is important to find new ways how to attract them to vocational
education. We have to offer new opportunities at schools for adult leaners. Thus it is good to know how our neighbours in
Baltic countries organize adult leaners study opportunities. During the Project meetings participant schools try to get new
knowledge how partner schools involve adult leaners, where/how they find the target groups, which level they cooperate
with companies, how they communicate with press, unemployed people (to call them back to school), what kind of
advertisement they do to have more leaners etc.

The Project helps to see bigger view of Baltic countries adult educational system. Participants will get new knowledge, ideas
to involve more and more adult leaners in their schools. Teachers Exchange experiences to have their lessons more attractive
and fruitful. At the end of Project participant schools will put together e-book with Project photos where they introduce their
countries, schools and best experiences about adult education. This e-book will be in partners homepages - so everybody
can read it and also participants will use it in conferences etc where it's possible.

BACKGROUND

The three Baltic countries Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania are rather small countries and not too many people know about them.
We have a common history and much in common in culture, nature and mentality, and we share our common Baltic sea, at the
shores, we have been living for thousands of years. Even we are neighbours and have a lot of common things - we still don't
know a lot with each other. That's why we choosed our partners from Baltic countries. Through the Project activities and
results (e-book) we can study from each other and introduce our countries, schools and vocational education system for adult
leaners. In every partner schools development plan there we have plans for International cooperation for staff and students,
but we'll pay a little attention for adult education. Through this Project we would like to develop adult education in Baltic
countries and we would like to raize the reputation of adult education. People has to know that it doesn't matter how old you
are - you can always come to school to study.

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION AND
TRAINING

Vocational education serves the purpose of fostering the knowledge, skills and attitudes, occupational know-how and the
social readiness required for working, participating in social life and participating in the lifelong learning process.
Vocational training is organised by vocational educational institutions and professional higher education institutions.

EDUCATION SYSTEM

Vocational education system in Estonia is regulated by the Vocational Educational Institutions Act
which provides the basis for the establishment, maintenance, transfer, reorganisation and closure of
vocational educational institutions, the basis for the right to provide instruction, management,
organisation of studies, state-commissioned education and financing, the rights and obligations of
members of schools, and state supervision over the activities of schools.
In 2013, the parliament passed the Vocational Educational Institutions Act that fundamentally
changed the regulation of the vocational education system. Among most notable aspects are the
following:
defining new categories of vocational training directly linked to the Estonian Qualifications
Framework

EDUCATION SYSTEM

extensive use of outcome-based principles in the evaluation and establishing of qualification
criteria for types of vocational training, curriculums and for personnel working in the teaching
and pedagogical profession;
establishing the right to provide instruction;
defining and implementing the use of the new unit (Estonian vocational education credit points)
for measuring study volumes.
Uniform requirements for vocational training are regulated by the Vocational Education Standard.
In order to speed up the implementation of reforms instigated by the Vocational Educational
Institutions Act and the latest Vocational Education Standard, a reform of the vocational education
curricula and administration was carried out on years 2013-2014.
Table of levels 2-5 of vocational training

EDUCATION SYSTEM
Qualifications

The status of the curriculum at a given qualification level is determined by the positioning of the
curricular professional standards within the Estonian Qualifications Framework Professional
standards that serve as the benchmarks of vocational education are positioned between levels two
to five in the qualification strata, meaning that vocational training stages are differentiated
between levels two, three, four and five.
In cases where the curriculum is put together based on professional standards intended for the
second level, the curriculum corresponds to level two. When the curriculum is founded on
professional standards three, four and five, the curriculum equates to levels three, four and five
correspondingly.
Vocational secondary education is equivalent to level 4 vocational training, meaning that besides vocational training the student also acquires
upper secondary education. Vocational upper secondary education is conducted based on national curriculum.
Level 5 vocational training, also known as specialised vocational training was established in Estonia during the 2013/2014 academic year – there
was no equivalent level of vocational training available previously.
The learning outcomes of all types of vocational training, meaning the knowledge, skills and attitudes mastered during the course of the studies,
have been described in the Vocational Education Standard.

LEVELS OF ESTONIAN
QUALIFICATION
FRAMEWORK

EDUCATION SYSTEM
Curricula

Formal vocational training curricula are divided between national and school curricula.

National curricula

form the blueprints for providing upper secondary vocational training. National

curricula is implemented by regulations signed by the Minister of Education and Research. National
curricula is drafted in co-operation with social partners and by making allowances for pertinent
professional standards, vocational education standards and the national curriculum for upper
secondary schools.

School curricula

are compiled for every individual vocation or profession that can be acquired at

the school. The schools’ formal study curricula (excluding vocational secondary education curricula)
are compiled based on vocational education standards and associated vocational standards. In
cases where no vocational standards exist, the schools must apply for recognition of the curriculaby social partners. Vocational secondary
education curricula will be formulated based on national curricula.
Vocational training curricula determine the following:
the goals and tasks of vocational, specialised and occupational studies;
attainable learning outcomes;
links to the Estonian Qualifications Framework;
requirements for commencing and concluding studies;
curricular modules and their volumes together with learning outcomes and evaluation criteria;

EDUCATION SYSTEM
Curricula

options and conditions for choosing modules;
specialisation opportunities;
specific qualifications acquired during studies.
As of 2013, the volumes of vocational training will be calculated using

education credit points.

Estonian vocational

Estonian vocational education credit point is the unit of calculation of

study volume which indicates the estimated volume of student´s work necessary for the achievement

One credit point corresponds to 26 hours
spent by a student on studies upon the acquisition of skills and knowledge. A single study year
of the learning outcomes described in the curriculum.

in vocational training is equivalent to 60 credit points.
Initial and continuing vocational training
Vocational training offers the opportunity to study according to initial and continuing curricula.
Commencing studies based on the initial training curriculum does not require existance of previous professional competence.
The prerequisite for beginning studies under continuing training curricula is the acquisition of profession corresponding to the previous or the
same qualification level or the corresponding competencies and level of education. Continuing vocational training takes place only in level 4
and 5 of vocational training.

EDUCATION SYSTEM
Curricula

Workplace based studies
Workplace based studies constitute a specialised form of vocational education where the ratio of
practical assignments undertaken in companies or institutions encompasses at least two thirds of
the curriculum.
The student achieves the learning outcomes described in the curriculum by fulfilling working tasks at
the company. The remainder of the studies will be undertaken at school.
Workplace based studies are conducted upon signing an intern contract between the school,
student and employee, which stipulates the rights and obligations of parties as well as the exact
details of the learning process. The employee has to recompense the student for tasks performed to
the amount agreed upon in the intern contract. The agreed wages must not be less than the statutory minimum wage established by the
government. In cases where the student and employee are already bound by a valid employment contract, no extra wages are paid.
The number of students is growing and in January of 2018 already 1700 students study in vocational education institutions under workplace study
arrangements.
Expanding workplace based study form in Estonia is one of main goals for vocational education training system tilll 2020.

EDUCATION SYSTEM

Vocational secondary education and training (ISCED-P-2011 level 2, 3 or 4)
The task of vocational education is to prepare the learner for work in a specific profession and to
promote personal development, to promote knowledge, skills and attitudes that lead to vocational
qualifications and support competitiveness in changing socioeconomic conditions, to create
motivation for professional development and continuing training, and prepare learners to continue
education at a higher vocational education level.
Good communication skills, knowledge in mathematics, sciences and social sciences, ability to
communicate in foreign languages, modern IT application skills – these are the requirements of
labour market today, and therefore the acquisition of these subject areas and skills are included in
curricula. Besides, in the course of mastering vocational education and training programmes,
attention is focused on the development of initiative, understanding of environment protection,
intercultural issues, self-development of young people to help them to build their career and life
successfully. The study process is organized in the way that the acquisition of theory interchanges
with practical training in school workshops, laboratories, and on-the-job courses later in enterprises
and organizations.
The National Vocational Education Standard and the Occupational Standards or qualification
requirements as well as the sectoral qualifications framework determine the curriculum of vocational
secondary education programmes.

EDUCATION SYSTEM

Names of vocational education establishments
Vocational secondary education can be accomplished in vocational schools (arodskola) and

ālā vidusskola or tehnikums).
Vocational education and training programmes and admission requirements
vocational secondary schools (named profesion

Vocational schools provide basic vocational education and training programmes (ISCED-P-2011
level 2), the duration of which is 1 to 3 years and vocational education programmes, the duration of
which is 2-3 years. Applicants with completed basic education are enrolled in both types of
vocational education and training programmes. Applicants without completed basic education may
also be enrolled, but not before the calendar year when they are at least 15 years old; in this case
they are provided with the opportunity to complete the general basic education programme
alongside vocational training and obtaining a qualification.
The difference between these programmes is the following: vocational basic education programmes
are focused on training that gives the possibility to carry out very simple tasks, corresponding to
qualification Level 1 (Level 1 – allowing the performance of basic work assignments in a particular
field of practical activity). While vocational education and training programmes for students with
completed basic education are focused on acquiring the knowledge and skills required for Level 2
vocational qualifications (Level 2 – allowing independent performance of skilled workers tasks).

EDUCATION SYSTEM

General education subjects are integrated in the content of vocational education and training
programmes to such an extent that the graduates of these programmes are entitled to continue
their education in vocational secondary education and training programmes to acquire knowledge
and skills required for Level 3 vocational qualification, or to continue their education in a general
secondary education bridging course (duration of this course is 1 year), thus obtaining the rights to
study in higher education programmes.
Vocational secondary schools provide vocational secondary education and training programmes,
the duration of which is 3-4 years after compulsory basic education or 1-2 years after accomplishing
vocational education.
Vocational secondary education programmes are focused on mastering knowledge and skills
required by qualification Level 3 (Level 3 –allows execution of tasks, including planning and
organizing one’s own work.). The amount of general education subjects integrated in the vocational
educational curricula qualifies the graduates to enter higher education programmes.

EDUCATION SYSTEM

Assessment of achievements in vocational education
The principles and procedure of assessment of the acquired education and training are determined
by the National Vocational Secondary Education Standard and the National Vocational Education
Standard. In the course of education, assessments are carried out in theoretical and practical
lessons, seminars, laboratory assignments, project consultations, independent study assignments,
subject/ course examinations or tests in a 10-point scale. Various methods are used in the
assessment: tests, project work, individual and team work, practical placement reports.
In order to complete a vocational secondary education programme, students must pass 5
centralized examinations. One of them is a vocational qualification examination. The remaining 4
centralized examinations are held in compliance with the terms and conditions for academic
secondary education.
The leaving examination for vocational education programmes is a vocational qualification
examination.

THE EDUCATION SYSTEM
OF REPUBLIC OF LATVIA

EDUCATION SYSTEM

The Ministry of Education and Science is responsible for shaping and implementing vocational
education and training (VET) policy. The Ministry of Economy participates in human resources
development and VET policy, and organises research on future skill needs. Advisory institutions play
an important role in designing and implementing VET policy and the qualifications system. Most
important are the VET council and the central professional committee with its sectoral professional
committees. The main priority for VET is to become an attractive and highly valued part of education
and lifelong learning. VET programmes are designed for
learners of different ages and educational backgrounds. Initial VET (IVET) offers learners over 14 opportunities to acquire a first qualification.
Continuing VET (CVET) is designed for learners who want to improve a qualification they have, acquire a new one or gain a competence
needed to do specific jobs (perform functions) as specified in regulations. IVET is offered at lower secondary (ISCED 2), upper secondary
(ISCED 3) and post-secondary education (ISCED 4) levels, leading to European qualifications framework (EQF) levels 2 to 4. Learners can
acquire a vocational qualification and complete general lower or upper secondary education. Upper secondary-level VET graduates who
have obtained a matura certificate may apply to be admitted to higher education. When applying for higher non-university education
programmes in the same field, they can be awarded additional entrance points. Although VET in Lithuania is school-based, practical training
and training in enterprises are a major part. In IVET, practical training comprises 60 to 70% of the total time allocated to vocational subjects,
of which 8 to 15 weeks is organised in a company or a school-based workshop simulating working conditions.

http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/files/8082_en_0.pdf

EDUCATION SYSTEM

Progressing implementation of apprenticeship is considered a national priority and policy initiatives
are in process. Formal CVET is designed for people with different education attainment levels, from
primary to post-secondary; in some cases, a vocational qualification or work experience is a
prerequisite. Programmes last no longer than one year and lead to a vocational qualification at EQF
levels 1-3, recognised by the State. Practical training comprises 60-80% of the programme, half of it
preferably taking place at the enterprise. Formal CVT for unemployed and those notified of
dismissal is funded by a voucher system, which allows the unemployed to choose the training
provider. The provision of training is based on contracts between the local public employment service, the unemployed and, if applicable, the
enterprise. After training, the employer undertakes to employ the person for at least six months. Non-formal CVET for the self-employed and
training for employees, initiated by employers, is organised in various settings. Some companies have their own training units and
qualifications frameworks or apply internationally-recognised sectoral qualifications and programmes. Social partners have the right to
initiate new qualifications, standards and VET programmes. Since 2003, competence assessment has been detached from the training
process and since 2012 has been carried out by accredited institutions. Social partners, enterprises and employers' associations may apply for
accreditation. Employer representatives participate in designing and assessing VET programmes according to labour market needs. They are
also involved in organising training and may participate in the management of VET institutions and become their shareholders. Currently,
social partners, enterprises and municipal authorities participate directly in managing self-governing IVET providers, which comprise a quarter
of all VET institutions.

EDUCATION SYSTEM

The legal regulation of VET was fundamentally changed
(https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/national-policies/eurydice/content/national-reforms-vocationaleducation-and-training-and-adult-learning-38_en)
In 2019, first results of the reform of vocational education and training (VET) are visible. Minister of
Education, Science and Sport approved councils in 47 VET schools. Councils in the rest 20 schools
will be formed in the near future. A council is a collegial VET school management body. It consists of
9 members. 4 members are selected from representative of social partners. A person can
become a member if he/she has a highest reputation, experience in VET or specialist training, etc. Ministry of Education, Science and Sport,
regional development councils and VETs themselves appoint the rest of the members.
According to state VET schools network development plan for 2018-2020, merger of VET schools began. Unprovided, chosen by too little
students, dated programmes are being closed. 1.7 thousand of such programmes were removed from the register. During the winter’s
admission to VET, candidates could choose from approximately 950 programmes. VET schools renew their programmes according to new
professional standards. 5 professional standards were renewed in 2018. 15 professional standards will be renewed in 2019. The plan is to have
the last students finish dated programmes in 2020. Then all VET programmes are renewed and dated ones – closed. Professional standards
will be reviewed at least every 2 years.
Since 1 January 2019, Ministry of Education and Science became Ministry of Education, Science and Sport. After the entry into force of a new
Law of Sport, Ministry of Education, Science and Sport is responsible for formation, coordination and implementation of state sport policy. A
new separate Sport department will be formed in 2019. Sport policy will comprise children, youth, as well as professional sportsmen and
adults engaged in sports.

VOCATIONAL AND
TRAINING AREAS

Võru County Vocational Training Centre
Information and Communications Technology
Energetics and Automation
Commerce
Mechanics and Metal Processing
Wood Processing
Construction
Tourism, Catering and Housing Services
Business Services

VOCATIONAL AND
TRAINING AREAS

Võru County Vocational Education Centre

VOCATIONAL AND
TRAINING AREAS

Võru County Vocational Education Centre

VOCATIONAL AND
TRAINING AREAS

Võru County Vocational Education Centre

VOCATIONAL AND
TRAINING AREAS

Kuldiga Technology and Tourism Technical School
Catering and restaurants
Baby care
Tourism, hospitality and wellness
Furniture joiners
Designe and restoration
Car mechanics and logistic

VOCATIONAL AND
TRAINING AREAS

Kuldiga Technology and Tourism Technical School

VOCATIONAL AND
TRAINING AREAS

Kuldiga Technology and Tourism Technical School

VOCATIONAL AND
TRAINING AREAS

Klaipeda Vocational Training Centre of Ernestas Galvanauskas
Healthcare services
Professional Rehabilitation
Engineering Industry and Construction

VOCATIONAL AND
TRAINING AREAS

Klaipeda Vocational Training Centre of Ernestas Galvanauskas

VOCATIONAL AND
TRAINING AREAS

Klaipeda Vocational Training Centre of Ernestas Galvanauskas

ADULT EDUCATION

Adult education is divided into formal education, informal work-related training and retraining and
popular adult education.
Flexible study opportunities have been created for adult learners: distance learning and evening
courses, external study and part-time study, as well as participation in various courses.
Formal education acquired within the adult education system allows adults to acquire basic and
general secondary education at adult upper secondary schools through distance learning, evening
courses or external study. Adult upper secondary schools are flexible in preparing individual
curricula and adapt the study process to the needs of the students, allowing them to study single
subjects, for example.
In addition to formal education, institutions of vocational education and higher education are providing increasingly more continuing
education courses and retraining courses. These courses allow adults to acquire and improve their professional, occupational and speciality
knowledge, skills and experience as well as to retrain themselves.
Training courses allow students to develop their creativity, talents and social skills also. Such training is usually linked to people’s interests and
hobbies. Although this training is mainly provided by informal education centres, it is also available at many other training institutions.
The Association of Estonian Adult Educators ANDRAS and the Ministry of Education and Research have been organising the Adult Learners’
Week every autumn since 1998.
The objectives of this week are to value education, learners and educators, and introduce learning opportunities. The activities of the Adult
Learners’ Week have expanded over the years and events are organised throughout the entire year, in addition to the main event, which lasts
a week.

ADULT EDUCATION
Funding for formal education

The acquisition of basic and general secondary education through evening courses, distance
learning and external study is free for the adult learner.
In the field of vocational education, many flexible forms of vocational training and forms of study
have been implemented for adult learners, with part-time study provided for the learners free of
charge.
Part-time study is usually not free for students in the field of higher education. In order to be able to
obtain a state-funded study place, the learner must apply for a full-time study programme. Free
part-time higher education is provided in nationally prioritised fields, e.g. for teachers without a
higher education.

ADULT EDUCATION
Work-related training

Work-related training and retraining provided as courses were generally not free for learners until
2007. The state funded the training of unemployed people and certain specific groups (e.g.
teachers, officials).
Ministry of Education and Research, Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications, and Ministry
of Social Affairs have developed a three-pillar division of spheres of responsibilities in the state
financing of professional training of adults.
Ministry of Education and Research – the target group consists of employed adults whose training is
financed through education and training institutions.
Ministry of Social Affairs – unemployed people and persons seeking work, whose training is
financed through the Unemployment Insurance Fund.

Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communication – the target group consists of employed adults whose professional training is financed
through companies.The ministries are trilaterally responsible for creating work-related training opportunities for the adult population with
the help of financial support from the European Social Fund.

ADULT EDUCATION

Vocational secondary education and training (ISCED-P-2011 level 2, 3 or 4)
The task of vocational education is to prepare the learner for work in a specific profession and to
promote personal development, to promote knowledge, skills and attitudes that lead to vocational
qualifications and support competitiveness in changing socioeconomic conditions, to create
motivation for professional development and continuing training, and prepare learners to continue
education at a higher vocational education level.
Good communication skills, knowledge in mathematics, sciences and social sciences, ability to
communicate in foreign languages, modern IT application skills – these are the requirements of labour market today, and therefore the
acquisition of these subject areas and skills are included in curricula. Besides, in the course of mastering vocational education and training
programmes, attention is focused on the development of initiative, understanding of environment protection, intercultural issues, selfdevelopment of young people to help them to build their career and life successfully. The study process is organized in the way that the
acquisition of theory interchanges with practical training in school workshops, laboratories, and on-the-job courses later in enterprises and
organizations.
The National Vocational Education Standard and the Occupational Standards or qualification requirements as well as the sectoral
qualifications framework determine the curriculum of vocational secondary education programmes.

ADULT EDUCATION

Names of vocational education establishments
Vocational secondary education can be accomplished in vocational schools (arodskola) and

ālā vidusskola or tehnikums).
Vocational education and training programmes and admission requirements
vocational secondary schools (named profesion

Vocational schools provide basic vocational education and training programmes (ISCED-P-2011
level 2), the duration of which is 1 to 3 years and vocational education programmes, the duration of
which is 2-3 years. Applicants with completed basic education are enrolled in
both types of vocational education and training programmes. Applicants without completed basic education may also be enrolled, but not
before the calendar year when they are at least 15 years old; in this case they are provided with the opportunity to complete the general basic
education programme alongside vocational training and obtaining a qualification.
The difference between these programmes is the following: vocational basic education programmes are focused on training that gives the
possibility to carry out very simple tasks, corresponding to qualification Level 1 (Level 1 – allowing the performance of basic work assignments in
a particular field of practical activity). While vocational education and training programmes for students with completed basic education are
focused on acquiring the knowledge and skills required for Level 2 vocational qualifications (Level 2 – allowing independent performance of
skilled workers tasks).

ADULT EDUCATION

General education subjects are integrated in the content of vocational education and training
programmes to such an extent that the graduates of these programmes are entitled to continue
their education in vocational secondary education and training programmes to acquire knowledge
and skills required for Level 3 vocational qualification, or to continue their education in a general
secondary education bridging course (duration of this course is 1 year), thus obtaining the rights to
study in higher education programmes.
Vocational secondary schools provide vocational secondary education and training programmes,
the duration of which is 3-4 years after compulsory basic education or 1-2 years after accomplishing
vocational education.
Vocational secondary education programmes are focused on mastering knowledge and skills
required by qualification Level 3 (Level 3 –allows execution of tasks, including planning and
organizing one’s own work.). The amount of general education subjects integrated in the vocational
educational curricula qualifies the graduates to enter higher education programmes.

ADULT EDUCATION

Vocational secondary schools provide vocational secondary education and training programmes,
the duration of which is 3-4 years after compulsory basic education or 1-2 years after accomplishing
vocational education.
Vocational secondary education programmes are focused on mastering knowledge and skills
required by qualification Level 3 (Level 3 –allows execution of tasks, including planning and
organizing one’s own work.). The amount of general education subjects integrated in the vocational
educational curricula qualifies the graduates to enter higher education programmes.

Assessment of achievements in vocational education

The principles and procedure of assessment of the acquired education and training are determined by the National Vocational Secondary
Education Standard and the National Vocational Education Standard. In the course of education, assessments are carried out in theoretical
and practical lessons, seminars, laboratory assignments, project consultations, independent study assignments, subject/ course examinations
or tests in a 10-point scale. Various methods are used in the assessment: tests, project work, individual and team work, practical placement
reports.
In order to complete a vocational secondary education programme, students must pass 5 centralized examinations. One of them is a
vocational qualification examination. The remaining 4 centralized examinations are held in compliance with the terms and conditions for
academic secondary education.
The leaving examination for vocational education programmes is a vocational qualification examination.

ADULT EDUCATION

Once students have reached 18 years of age, they are offered a variety of interesting opportunities
for further education. It is possible to continue one’s education in general education schools and
centres for adults, by taking various courses or just using the Internet, reading books, or developing
one’s interests in special literature. Adults can obtain primary, basic or secondary education in adult
schools, education centres, and general education schools with forms established for adults.
General education of adults is organised by approx. 60 institutions in all municipalities of the
country, which number about 12 thousand adults. These schools also provide non-formal adult
education services. The scope and subjects of study programmes for adults are adapted according to the needs of adults. Adults who study
under general education and non-formal education programmes can choose a flexible learning form that is most suitable for them – modular
learning, independent learning, extramural studies, or distance learning. These forms allow adults to choose the most suitable time and study
programme for their studies as well as plan their learning process on their own.

https://www.sac.smm.lt/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Education_2010_eurosh.pdf

ADULT EDUCATION

The modular learning method creates opportunities to study single subjects and complete the
selected education programme within acceptable time frames as well as study for the purposes of
selfeducation. Extramural students arrive to the adult school only for consultations and their credit
tests. Part of consultations under the correspondence and individual programmes (and all
consultations for disabled people) can be provided by means of distance learning, i.e. by
communicating with teachers with the help of information technologies – Internet sites, e-mail, or
Internet Telephony Programs. Adults study not only in order to obtain formal education, but also for
selfexpression, improvement of their skills, or communication with other people. In non-formal adult education courses and seminars most
adults would like to study foreign languages, Basics of Law and Business, Psychology, Computer Literacy as well as Arts, Literature, and
Philosophy. Improvement of competences in civic education, traffic safety regulations, and career management is also topical. Non-formal
adult education is organized by approx. 700 public and private institutions. Adult learning also takes place in the workplace and is organized
by the employers, who take into account their business demands.

LIFELONG LEARNING

Funds can be allocated for popular adult education from the state budget as well as the budgets of
rural municipalities and cities. The Ministry of Education and Research has allocated funds to
popular adult education centres for the remuneration of their teachers and managerial staff since
1995 on a competitive basis (funding has been provided to approximately 45 popular adult
education centres per year). Since 2005, the activities of popular adult education centres have also
been funded by ESF.
In addition to direct financing, the state also supports the funding of training by employers and
learners through tax incentives: work-related training financed by the employer is not viewed as a
fringe benefit and income tax exemptions only apply to the expenses of private individuals.
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Võru County Vocational Education Centre offer

professional further training in the following fields

Computer literacy, IT
Management and Administration
Accounting and Taxes
Mechanics and Metal work
Material Processing (Wood, Metal)
Key Skills
Training programs for unemployed
Public order in adult training, supported programme of Education and Science Ministry and ESF since 2007/2008. year
Courses with payment
Catering
Gardening
Acounting
Sales and marketing
Crafts
Art
Wood
Metal
Infotehnology

LIFELONG LEARNING

Thanks to the support of the EU structural funds, as well as the implemented national education and
employment policy, adults in Latvia have access to both continuing vocational education and
training, as well as non-formal education programs and courses. Below is more information about the
current training for different adult target groups.
Information on the project implemented by the State Education Development Agency, within the
framework of which employees aged 25 and over can improve their professional competence in
vocational continuing education, improvement or non-formal education programs, as well as apply
for the assessment of professional competence acquired outside the formal education system:
http://www.macibaspieaugusuis .lv
Information on the support provided by the Ministry of Economics to merchants for improvement of
employees' skills in order to facilitate the introduction of technological innovations and increase of
labor productivity:
https://em.gov.lv/en/es_fondi/atbalsta_pasakumi_2014_2020/atbalsts_nodarbinato_apmacibam/
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Information on the State Employment Agency's training to improve the professional competence of
the unemployed: http://www.nva.gov.lv/index.php?cid=433&mid=311
Information on training for digital agents (teachers, librarians, municipal employees, journalists)
implemented by the Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional Development, which advises
citizens on safe Internet use and helps to start using e-services: https://mana.latvija.lv/
Information on the offer of adult education for museums, subordinate institutions and educational
institutions of the Ministry of Culture
The Riga History and Navigation Museum offers a lecture cycle for tourists and historians interested in the history of Riga City and Latvian
Shipping. Lecture cycle provides tourists with the opportunity to improve their professional knowledge of guided tours for tourist groups at the
Riga History and Navigation Museum and the City of Riga. Lectures are also useful for high school students and students, as well as anyone
interested in Riga history. Regularity: 14 lectures per 1x year. Link: www.rigamuz.lv
The Latvian National Museum of History organizes seminars for teachers (mainly teachers of history).
The aim of the seminars is to introduce the latest research of the museum researchers. Often the seminar is related to the current events of the
museum: a new exhibition, a publication. Another important goal is to get feedback on museum products: worksheets, tasks at the exhibition,
etc. (teachers become experts). Likewise, having the opportunity to meet teachers in person, to talk about preparation for the museum visit, its
inclusion in the learning process, motivation.
During the spring of 2019, LNVM offers teachers who have not been at the Latvian Century exhibition guided tours at http://lnvm.lv/?cat=22
The next LNVM seminar for teachers is scheduled for late August 2019.
The Rundale Palace Museum regularly offers annual certification / examination for tourist guides: http://rundale.net/aktivitates/gidiem/ The
second regular event is the Information Day for Tourism Guides: http://rundale.net/informativa-diena-gidiem-2019
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The Ministry of Education and Science adopted an action plan for the development of lifelong
learning for 2017-20.
Replacing the 2014-16 action plan for the development of vocational training, it sets out three
objectives for vocational education and training (VET) and lifelong learning:
updating VET curricula and methods, focusing on competitive 21st century competences;
developing a sustainable network of VET institutions and increasing social inclusion;
developing efficient conditions and incentives for lifelong learning.
The action plan specifies actions and the institutions responsible for implementation. It also indicates the resources needed and sources of
funding, either national budget or EU funds.
For VET, the action plan envisages a range of measures: support of apprenticeship and work-based learning; design of sectoral qualifications
standards; modular VET programmes, external evaluation of VET provision and institutions; provision of career services; VET and lifelong
learning promotion campaigns and skills competitions; reform and modernisation of the VET institutions network; further development of
sectoral practical training centres; and design and establishment of a competence / excellence centre model.
Measures for lifelong learning include: key competence training programmes for adults; second-chance education for early school leavers;
training of the older population; funding of non-formal and continuing training programmes and projects; preparation and implementation of
procedures for validating non-formal and informal learning; participation in the OECD’s programme for the assessment of adult competences
(PIAAC) and use of its results for policy making.

(http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/news-and-press/news/lithuania-strengthening-lifelong-learning)
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Kuldīga Technology and tourism technical school (KTTT)
Students in full time curriculums : 540
Full time curriculums: 18
Staff : 38
2018./2019.
Students in departments:
Catering, restaurants and baby care - 156
Tourism, hospitality and wellnesss - 135
Furniture joiners, designers and restoration-118
Car mechanics and logistic - 131
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Challenges of adult education
Trainees are with different: previous education,
- working experience
- motivation
- expectations
- possibilities to follow the tasks during lessons
Trainees are with : - university degree
- high skilled
- high motivation
- too wide expectations of a non-formal curriculum

ERASMUS PROJECT IN
ITALY “FROM
INTERNSHIP TO
EUROPEAN
COMPETENCES”
The aim of the project was to show other possibilities how to teach the students all teaching
materials through the ways more interesting to them, for example, through various games. These
activities promote not only more successful and more enjoyable learning process, but also develops
communication with more introvert students. Thereof, this unusual way is possible to use not only for
learning the specific school materials, but also to discuss and explain various problems of society.
And, the most important thing, this method helps to analyze which solution would be the most
appropriate because often these choices are too many and it is comparatively difficult to choose
one for student without analyzing.

ERASMUS PROJECT IN
ITALY “FROM
INTERNSHIP TO
EUROPEAN
COMPETENCES”
At the start of each study day, we split into the groups and jointly wrote some sort of analyze of the
previous day. This method trains memory and helps to remember details.

ERASMUS PROJECT IN
ITALY “FROM
INTERNSHIP TO
EUROPEAN
COMPETENCES”
One of the most attractive activities for me was telling the feelings through some of the card you
can see in this photo, and they contained various pictures. You had to choose one picture and
relate it with your inner feelings.

ERASMUS PROJECT IN
ITALY “FROM
INTERNSHIP TO
EUROPEAN
COMPETENCES”
Game which promotes positive and good relationship in the collective – the spider. Each participant
goes to some of his group members and says a compliment, thereby forming like a spider net effect.

ERASMUS PROJECT IN
ITALY “FROM
INTERNSHIP TO
EUROPEAN
COMPETENCES”
During the first study day, there was a task to formulate shortly what exactly each participant is
willing to achieve within this study project. Then, at the end of every day, each participant moved
his/her name to the target as close as he feels in achieving it.

ERASMUS PROJECT IN
ITALY “FROM
INTERNSHIP TO
EUROPEAN
COMPETENCES”
This game allows the student to understand the problems existing in society, for example, racism,
individuals unaccepted by society etc.

ERASMUS PROJECT IN
ITALY “FROM
INTERNSHIP TO
EUROPEAN
COMPETENCES”

At the end of the project, we received a
certificate for a completed training. We
also gained new internatio
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Lifelong learning is becoming a significant factor in ensuring self-expression of all citizens,
realization of social and vocational expectations, stable economic growth and ensuring employment
possibilities, at the same time forming democratic values, social cohesion, active citizenship and
cultural dialogue. Therefore there is much attention granted to the lifelong learning system and
adult education in the latest EU and Lithuanian education documents.
One of the aims in the Lithuanian State Education Strategy of 2013-2022 (2013) ensuring the
effectiveness of the education system is to create equal conditions for lifelong learning and the
system based on an effective assistance while identifying oneself and choosing the way in the world of work. State vision, development
priorities and their realisation trends are defined in the Lithuanian Progress Strategy “Lithuania 2030” till year 2030. One of the main factors
determining the processes of society development indicated in it is a well-developed and successfully functioning lifelong learning system.
One of the aims emphasized in the National Progress Programme of 2014-2020 dedicated to the implementation of this strategy is to
encourage lifelong learning, and the implementation of the aim is planned by increasing the accessibility of education and the variety of
services. One of the four strategic aims in the State Education Strategy of 2013-2022 is dedicated for the sphere of lifelong learning, i.e. to
create the system of incentives and equal conditions for lifelong learning based on effective assistance while identifying oneself and choosing
the way in the world of work. One of the tasks provided in the National Programme for Development of Studies, Scientific Research and
Experimental (Social and Cultural) Development of 2013-2020 is to create favourable lifelong learning service development conditions in the
higher education institutions.
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In Lithuania adult education is carried out in two ways: formal and non-formal. There is a Non-formal
Adult Education Development Action Plan of 2014-2016 prepared. There are tools provided in it for
the development of the three main directions of the non-formal adult education: acquisition of
general competences and forming of positive lifelong learning attitude, development of lifelong
learning possibilities in vocational training and higher education institutions, as well as creation of
financial and organizational incentive system for the adult participation in the lifelong learning
activities.
There are many adult education providers in the space of lifelong learning in Lithuania, which providing various form, way and content adult
education programmes expand the variety of adult education possibilities.
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However: • Considering the experience of the EU countries (exaltation and custody of cultural
heritage, multicultural aspects, creative industries, attention to practical creative activity), it is
necessary to form the need for a person’s cultural competence development, which will have an
influence on the quality of life of the society. Libraries, museums, theatres, other cultural institutions,
objects of cultural heritage, and archives are the institutions where the objective of lifelong learning
could be successfully implemented and developed providing more learning opportunities for the
people of various age and individuals from socially vulnerable groups. • There are still many unused
possibilities of developing the role of libraries in the sphere of lifelong learning. The advantage of libraries, if compared to the other adult
education providers, is the functioning network of institutions, therefore education activity of the adults could be organized in a coordinated
manner at the same time involving a large part of adults especially individuals from socially vulnerable groups. • Vocational training and higher
education institutions are still quite closed institutions, therefore they should find more opportunities of opening the provided lifelong learning
activities for the general public. Higher education institutions should be encouraged to provide conditions for unusual adult groups to study –
older age, and having lower qualification individuals. Alternative ways of acquiring higher education would help to increase the availability of
studies for the adults.

SERVICE TRAINING

After Lithuania has entered the European Union there are changes undergoing, which are
influencing employee training too. People is one of the 7 most important resources of every
organisation, therefore it is important to prepare them duly, improve their qualification, the
leadership has to be able to motivate them not only for work, but also for development. While
working every employee has to take care of his/her own qualification development in order to stay
competent and competitive and also being able to adapt to the constantly changing outside
conditions. Employee training in the public and private sectors should be performed in the same
direction. It is also relevant to research if the employees are motivated to improve their qualification and learn.
Most of the organisations in Lithuania spare more and more attention for the raise of employee qualification. In order to make the raise of
employee qualification and training useful it is necessary for both parties, employee and the head, to follow certain principles. There could be
seven principles separated to be considered by the above mentioned subjects.
The first one is the principle of freewill, which means that the employee has to be proactive and have a wish to improve and raise his/her
qualification.

SERVICE TRAINING

The second principle is the leaders’ positive attitude towards learning. The leaders have to
understand that employee qualification improvement is a useful thing due to which the organisation
will be able to develop more successfully. The leadership has to allow employee qualification
improvement.
The third is the principle of practical learning. This means, that the employee while learning has to
assimilate not only the theoretical material, but also perform certain practical tasks.
The fourth principle of active learning means that the employee has to be active and not passive at
work as well as in the training process.
The fifth is the principle of experience exchange, which means, that the employee has not to listen to the information about the performance
of certain tasks, but has to acquire experience and try to perform certain tasks.
The sixth is the expediency principle, which means that the training of the employee has to be useful to the organisation and the employee
himself/herself. Such training has also to be related to the work the employee performs.
The seventh is the payback principle, the main idea of which is that all the resources used by the employer for the improvement of the
employee qualification have to pay off.
Thus the process of qualification improvement and training will be much fluent and useful if the employee and the employer will not depart
from the above-mentioned principles and requirements and comply with them.

UNEMPLOYMENT
TRAINING

Unemployed people training is financed through the Unemplyment Insurance Fund (Töötukasa).
Töötukassa is a quasi-governmental organisation, and a legal person in public law. It performs its
activities independently from government, but on the basis of a mission and of operational rules
defined by law. Töötukassa is directed by a Supervisory Board in which the government is an equal
stakeholder together with representatives of employers and of employees. The mission of Töötukassa
is to administer the social insurance provisions related to unemployment, and to organise labour
market services that help unemployed persons find new employment. The latter task was previously
(until 1 May 2009) the responsibility of the Labour Market Board. Töötukassa implements policies that
are set at a political level, and places accents that are relevant to an ever-changing labour market.
Yearly Work Plans are implemented on the basis of multi-year Strategy Plans .
Labour market training with a training cardLabour market training with a training cardLabour market training with a training card
You can participate in the training with a training voucher if you:
are working (on the basis of an employment contract or a contract under the law of obligations or you are in civil service) and
are aged 16 to retirement age and
have in your name at least 12 months of unemployment insurance that has been paid in the three-year period prior to submitting the application.
Additionally, you have to meet one of the following two requirements:
you cannot continue in your current position due to your health status (which must be proved);
you are over 50 years of age or lack professional or vocational education or your Estonian language skills are insufficient for occupational
development and your annual income in 2018 was less than 15 492 euros (this means your gross monthly salary was less than 1291 euros).

UNEMPLOYMENT
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Training programmes supported
If you cannot continue in your current position due to your health status, you can choose a training
programme that helps you to remain employed.
If your Estonian language skills are insufficient for occupational development and your annual income
in 2018 was less than 15 492 euros, you can participate in A1 level Estonian language courses or in
courses that prepare you for Estonian language examination. Please note that only licensed trainers
can arrange preparatory courses for the level exams A2-C1. List of licensed trainers approved by the
Estonian Language Inspectorate can be found: http://www.keeleinsp.ee/?menu=116. Also you have
to make sure that the school you have chosen to prepare you for Estonian language examination is a
partner of the Unemployment Insurance Fund: https://www.tootukassa.ee/eng/koolitajad..
If you do not have professional or vocational education or you are over 50 years of age and your annual income in 2018 was less than 15 492
euros, you can participate in:
All computer related training programmes (e.g. basic computer skills trainings, courses for a specific programme etc.).
labour market training which supports employment in the professions in which there is a growing need for workers and the demand for workforce
exceeds supply according to the OSKA applied research surveys on sectoral needs for labour and skills conducted by the Estonian Qualifications
Authority.
Supported basic occupations can be found in the table below. The following areas will be added according to OSKA studies.
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In Latvia there is a system for the education of the unemployed, the procedure for receiving the
coupons and choosing the educational institution is effective. Unemployed people have access to
vocational education and further training
513 programs, as well as higher education programs. Continue to allow employers to select
unemployed for new educational programs.

UNEMPLOYMENT
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In order to ensure effective prevention long-term unemployment and local labour exchange offices
have been implementing various projects of prevention of Long-Term Unemployment, with the
purpose to help long term unemployed acquire or improve qualifications, to develop competences,
develop technical skills in work environments, and to get integrated or consolidated in the labour
market.
Target groups of the project are : long-term unemployed, very long term unemployed, i.e. the ones
who have not worked for 2 years and more before registration in the territorial labour exchange.
They have the opportunity to benefit from support to vocational training, including technical skills development, subsidised employment and
territorial mobility.
Local labour exchange offices cooperate closely with representatives of the employers (Chamber of Industry and Crafts, branch associations,
etc.). Meetings are organized with the aim to discuss possibilities regarding qualification and subsidised hiring of participants and reach
agreements. Job fairs are also organised.
Local labour exchange offices are cooperate with elderships and municipalities. Information about the project, including how t is implemented
and its benefit is constantly disseminated and targeted events are organized for regional organizations, local communities and unemployed.
The representatives of local labour exchange offices take part in the meetings of municipal Trilateral commission, cooperate with DYA and
employees from the unit of social support.

TRAINING FOR
COMPANIES
Workplace based studies

Workplace based studies constitute a specialised form of vocational education where the ratio of
practical assignments undertaken in companies or institutions encompasses at least two thirds of the
curriculum.
The student achieves the learning outcomes described in the curriculum by fulfilling working tasks at
the company. The remainder of the studies will be undertaken at school.
Workplace based studies are conducted upon signing an intern contract between the school, student
and employee, which stipulates the rights and obligations of parties as well as the exact details of
the learning process. The employee has to recompense the student for tasks performed to the amount
agreed upon in the intern contract. The agreed wages must not be less than the statutory
minimum wage established by the government. In cases where the student and employee are already bound by a valid employment contract, no
extra wages are paid.
The number of students is growing and in January of 2018 already 1700 students study in vocational education institutions under workplace study
arrangements.
Expanding workplace based study form in Estonia is one of main goals for vocational education training system tilll 2020.
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Training grant for employers
Employers can apply for a training grant from the Unemployment Insurance Fund to
recruit new employees,
train employees upon changing circumstances,
train a worker who has been previously registered as unemployed for 12 consecutive months within
one year of the start of employment,
develop employees’ Estonian language proficiency.
The training grant can be granted to legal persons governed by private law, sole proprietors who
operate as employers and local government authorities.
Employer can plan different trainings as a whole for employee’s training plan which must last at least 80 academical hours in total and up to one
year. Application for each training must be applied separately. A signed application for the grant must be submitted before the beginning of
training. The person signing the application must be a member of the management board or an authorised individual. In the case of the latter, a
copy of their authorisation document (which does not need to be notarised) must be appended to the application.
In order to train employees, the employer can choose a training programme that complies with the Adult Education Act or compile a suitable
training programme in cooperation with a training institution. The training programme must comply with the Continuing Education Standard and
the participants receive a certificate or notice at the end of training.
The decision to pay the training grant will be made by an evaluation committee based on the application.
The training grant compensates the employer's
training costs,
transport costs related to participation in the training and
wage costs in the rate of minimum hourly wage for the time the employee participates in the training.
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We will generally compensate up to 50% of the total costs, but no more than 1,250 euros per
employee. The training costs of employees who are over 50 years of age, lack vocational education,
have insufficient Estonian language skills or suffer from health problems will be compensated up to
80%, but no more than 2,000 euros per employee.

The training grant is de minimis aid (DMA). If the DMA ceiling has been reached, the training grant
will be paid as a State aid block exemption. More information on de minimis aid and State aid can
be found on the Ministry of Finance website.

The requirements of the training grant will be introduced to you by the employers’ consultant, whose contact details can be found here. You can
submit an application for a training grant and send an expense report via the Unemployment Insurance Fund self-service portal, by e-mail or at
one of our offices.The necessary forms can be found in the information box to the right of this article. If you have any questions, e-mail
koolitustoetus@tootukassa.ee.

Recruitment training grant
You can apply for the recruitment training grant to train employees for the specified main professions. These are the main professions that will be
of growing importance in the coming years and already lack skilled workers according to the OSKA research surveys on sectoral needs for labour
and skills. New sectors
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When planning the development of an enterprise, every employer faces the need to train their
employees on a daily basis or to look for other ways to maintain their level and raise their
qualifications. In some cases, the employer has the opportunity to use free educational seminars
organized by state and local government institutions or EU-funded training programs.

In some cases, employees take the initiative themselves and pay for their training. Most often,
however, the cost of maintaining and upgrading employees' qualifications rests with the employer. In
addition to the tuition fee, the employer has to take into account the possible side costs - the maintenance of the salary for the employee
during the training, the granting of paid training leave in some cases or the covering of mission expenses. Not every employer accepts such
costs, so the issue of financial support for entrepreneurs is very topical, however, in order to ensure the education of employees and thus the
development and competitiveness of the company.

The Education Development Guidelines 2014-2020 state that the provision of work-based vocational education is one of the priorities of
education and employment policy both in the European Union and in Latvia. Guidelines for Vocational Education and Employment are
considered in an integrated way as an integral part of a single process, underlining the importance of the employer in the early stages of
vocational education. The guidelines foresee that by the year 2020 additional 25.61 million euros will be allocated from the state budget for
the support of employers to provide education for employees.
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EVALUATION OF PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE
LIFE AND WORKING PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCES
EVALUATION AND ACQUISITION OF THE ELIGIBLE EDUCATION DOCUMENT
In some situations, professionals of different fields gain first valuable knowledge and professional
competence not in school but in working environment. Although such employees are competent and
skilled in their field, they do not hold appropriate professional
qualifications. Sometimes, for that reason alone, they may lose competition in the workplace or higher wages. In such cases, the employee
has the opportunity to pass the professional qualification examination and obtain the document on the professional qualification.
In order to assess professional competence, an applicant for a professional qualification must pass a professional qualification examination,
during which the applicant demonstrates his / her professional ability to meet the requirements of the relevant profession standard.
Professional competence in Latvia is assessed by accredited educational institutions delegated by IKVD. The right to assess professional
competence is delegated for a term of up to three years or until the end of the accreditation period of the specified educational program.
Every inhabitant of Latvia has the opportunity to choose the nearest educational institution for his / her place of residence or workplace,
which offers to evaluate the professional qualification in the acquired profession. If the educational institution in the vicinity of the place of
residence does not offer the necessary assessment service to the person, but the institution has an accredited education program, he / she
may ask the educational institution to consider providing such service.
The examination consists of a theoretical and practical part and takes place at a specific time agreed by the educational institution with the
applicant. Employee representatives are also included in the examination commission. After passing the professional qualification
examination, the applicant receives a state-recognized professional qualification certificate.
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Apprenticeship includes systematic long-term training with alternating periods at the workplace and
in an education and training institution or training centre. An apprentice is contractually linked to
the employer and receives remuneration (wage or allowance). An employer assumes responsibility
for the company-based part of the programme leading
to a qualification.

The scope of apprenticeship in Lithuania is small, so the review examined a broader context and the
existing arrangements (including those for practice in companies at the end of veT programmes) either as potential enablers to be further used
and built on or as obstacles to overcome by regulation, information, and guidance
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apprenticeship-type training in Lithuania is mainly implemented in projects and schemes supported
by the european Social Fund (eSF) and the youth guarantee funds. Apart from motivational
activities, young people are supported directly to obtain missing skills at the workplace or anchor in
the labour market, including through subsidised employment where the State pays their salary. other
projects help the young unemployed take part in vocational training (Lithuanian ministry of Social
Security and Labour, 2015). These projects are implemented through the labour market training
centres (LmTcs) rather than veT centres and schools.

Some of these measures are actually apprenticeships based on working and training contracts. They are usually short-term, up to six months
(linked to funding provisions, learners get a grant) but they take place in the meS accredited veT providers and can lead to formal or nonformal qualifications. within the ALmPms, young and adult unemployed participate in vocational training leading to formal qualifications
through bipartite agreements with territorial PeS, and tripartite agreements with territorial PeS and companies. According to statistics from the
mSSL (4 ), 11 206 unemployed persons or persons notified of dismissal have participated in vocational training, 66% of them in formal veT
programmes.

ADULT LEARNER
How to reach to adult learner?

In the Assistant chef training participated six women, who had different previous experience in the
field of catering. Main lecturer Renate Hirschon managed well in attracting interest towards the
Assistant chef speciality. The participants learned how to prepare, serve and taste healthy and
nutritious soups, steaks and desserts made out of Estonian raw products.

Most of the trainees found the Assistant chef job interesting and were willing to continue with their
work. Assistant chef needs to work early mornings and late nights, but it is also possible to find parttime job.
Internship supervisors and teachers told only good words about the trainees and they were advised to
take an occupational qualification examination
We recommend the trainees to find workplaces, because companies need so committed and
hardworking employees.
Also great thanks to the teachers!
We encourage everyone to learn, because Assistant chef specialty is the one that caters!
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EVALUATION OF PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE
LIFE AND WORKING PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCES
EVALUATION AND ACQUISITION OF THE ELIGIBLE EDUCATION DOCUMENT
In some situations, professionals of different fields gain first valuable knowledge and professional
competence not in school but in working environment. Although such employees are competent and
skilled in their field, they do not hold appropriate professional qualifications. Sometimes, for that
reason alone, they may lose competition in the workplace or higher wages. In such cases, the employee has the opportunity to pass the
professional qualification examination and obtain the document on the professional qualification.
In order to assess professional competence, an applicant for a professional qualification must pass a professional qualification examination,
during which the applicant demonstrates his / her professional ability to meet the requirements of the relevant profession standard.
Professional competence in Latvia is assessed by accredited educational institutions delegated by IKVD. The right to assess professional
competence is delegated for a term of up to three years or until the end of the accreditation period of the specified educational program.
Every inhabitant of Latvia has the opportunity to choose the nearest educational institution for his / her place of residence or workplace,
which offers to evaluate the professional qualification in the acquired profession. If the educational institution in the vicinity of the place of
residence does not offer the necessary assessment service to the person, but the institution has an accredited education program, he / she
may ask the educational institution to consider providing such service.
The examination consists of a theoretical and practical part and takes place at a specific time agreed by the educational institution with the
applicant. Employee representatives are also included in the examination commission. After passing the professional qualification
examination, the applicant receives a state-recognized professional qualification certificate.
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Learning flexibility and easier transition from one level of education to another are the essential
conditions trying to involve adults into lifelong learning activities. As Adult Education and Training in
Europe Survey (2015) prepared by European education information network Eurydice shows, training
flexibility in European countries is ensured by choosing appropriate training methods and forms of
organisation. Most often these are module programmes, distance learning, segmentation of adult
training programmes into smaller (shorter and more easily performed) parts, offering qualifications
that are acquired by accumulating learning credits, recognition of competences acquired in a nonformal and self-education way. However, trying to encourage flexible adult learning methods, there still are obstacles that are not overcome yet.
Society information incentives about the importance and possibilities of lifelong learning are frequent in European countries, but there is little
known about their effectiveness, i.e. does the information reach individuals who have low qualification, because the influence of these incentives
on the participation of socially vulnerable groups in the training activities is rarely evaluated. There are not many personal consultations offered
for the adult individuals by non-state employment services, however in various countries there are investments made on the development of
internet self-help tools. On average the fourth of 15-year-old and older individuals use services of vocational guidance, i.e. services that mostly
include the elements of education and vocational guidance in the EU countries (in Denmark and Sweden having the highest lifelong learning
index about 50% of adult individuals use these services, while in Lithuania 10%). Although most often the recipients of the public financing for
personal vocational guidance are the unemployed, and individuals looking for a job, it is aimed that information and consulting services would be
available to a wider society, e.g. electronic data bases installed where the information about available training possibilities for students of all
age groups or adults specifically would be presented.
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In all European countries unemployed and individuals looking for a job are considered as the main
objects of state aid, however in some countries (Belgium, Germany, Spain, Croatia, Latvia, and
Poland) there are special financial privileges by which this adult group is encouraged to participate
in education and training programmes. Mostly used form of it is study grants received by an
unemployed person as an addition to the dole at the same time retaining all privileges, scholarships
and compensation of expenses related to training. Additional financing means are also provided for
the employers allowing their employees to participate in the adult education and training
programmes. Most often used financial aid forms for such employers are grants, stocks for the refunding of training expenses, decrease of social
insurance fees, partial compensation of the salary paid for the employee during the time when the employee is studying.

https://www.kpmpc.lt/kpmpc/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/5.pdf

